






















“Very truly I tell you, unless a kernel of wheat falls to 
the ground and dies, it remains only a single seed.  But 
if it dies, it produces many seeds.  Anyone who loves 
their life will lose it, while anyone who hates their life in 
this world will keep it for eternal life.  Whoever serves 
me must follow me; and where I am, my servant also 
will be. My Father will honor the one who serves me.”

John 12:24-26 
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ANYBODY can count how many seeds are in an Apple…but
NOBODY can count how many apples are in an Apple Seed
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there is only One Way for a seed’s potential to be unlocked…
the seed must Give its Life Away
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affirmation 
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ETERNAL LIFE
• choosing to become a seed 

who GIVES my life Away
• rejecting the GETTING-Life 

in order to serve God by 
serving people around me

• eternally changing-lives in 
the process
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PLACES TO SERVE AT BLACK ROCK:
Parking Team  
CARE Team
Community Groups (Hosting)
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Those who are all-about GETTING-Life in this world will lose it
Those who are all-about GIVING-Life in this world will keep it for eternal life




